Understanding Our Slavery:
The Basics for Police, Judges, and Government Employees
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A one-page “clip & copy” overview for police, judges, and
government employees that explains the basics of government
criminality. PDF version with links to the evidence available for
free on our website.
Dear Police, Judges, and Government Employees,
Our sincerest apologies for having to be the ones to explain this but you
have been tricked into supporting a system set up by inter-generational
organized crime to rob you, your family, friends, and neighbors.
“Government” isn’t something that was set up to help or protect society.
“Government is a system that has been used for thousands of years to
rob and control society. The root words from Latin are:
Gubernare = “To Control” & Mente = “The Mind” = Mind Control
Organized crime’s mind control program starts with controlling the
information you have received since birth through control of education
and a weaponized monopoly media and propaganda system. The
government’s mandatory “public schools” and accredited
private/parochial schools use an educational model developed in 19th
century Prussia (now Germany) to indoctrinate a pseudo-religion,
Statism, and obedience to an organized crime system that called itself
monarchy. When the scam of monarchy /”divine right of kings” was
exposed, organized crime developed “democracy” to trick the people
into thinking they are in charge but easily controlling the outcome of
elections through control of the media, disparity of campaign funds,
blackmail, bribery, assassination, and other means. Democracy itself is
an illegitimate concept because nothing, not even if the majority believe
it to be so, can make something inherently immoral (theft, extortion,
caging non-violent individual for victimless crimes, etc.) “moral” just
because the majority of people decide to vote for something in a
political ritual. Just because the mob wants to lynch black folks or rob
Peter to pay Paul doesn’t make those obvious crimes moral just because
the perpetrators outnumber their victims.
The “Gubenare Mente” program raised you to believe that it is OK for
you to use violence, extortion and taxation (theft) on overwhelmingly
peaceful people because some people are tricked into voting for
“government”. You have been conned, duped and “chumped” into
participating in an obviously immoral system and robbing your friends
and neighbors.
What Should You Do? 1. Immediately stop enforcement of victimless
crimes and road piracy. 2. Find another job 3. Sabotage any system that
lets organized crime rob, tax, track, trace or control peaceful people.

The Basics of “Gubernare Mente”, Voting and Morality

1. If you don’t have the moral right to make up rules for everyone (laws) or boss
people around or steal their money then you can’t delegate rights that you don’t have
yourself to a “representative” or a “government”.
2. If it is impossible for “We the People” to have delegated the ability to rob and
control people to government then where did “government’ get rights that the people
don’t have themselves? Hint: They don’t!, they’re criminals and, mostly,
unwitting/willfully ignorant victims of “Gubernare Mente”.
3. The idea that people must pay your salaries, taxes, �ines and obey your laws
(politician scribbles) because hundreds of years ago a couple of dozen slave owners
on a continent of three million people got together in a room and wrote down on a
fancy piece of paper that they alone get to make up rules for everyone and steal the
wealth of others is ridicules on its face. No one signed any “social contract”. It’s been a
scam from the beginning.
4. Organized crime has been reinforcing this belief system through six monopoly
media companies running hundreds of subsidiaries to give you the illusion of choice /
diversity-of-information. Click Here for Evidence.
5. Organized crime controls the content of propaganda through organizations
including the CIA, CFR, and Bilderberg Group. Click Here for Evidence.

The Basics – In Memes

The Good News Alternative: Voluntaryism! - The world is a self-organizing system that produces spontaneous order and that all the “services”
provided by government - from protection to roads to charity - can be better provided by voluntary interaction, the free market, and real charity.

Understanding Our Slavery is both a book and series of one-page visual overviews of concepts hidden from the public by
inter-generational organized crime that has been controlling the �low of information in society. Their “Propaganda Matrix” includes
control of the government, government schools, scouting, intelligence agencies, military and police training, and a weaponized media
system of 6 companies running hundreds of subsidiaries to give the population the illusion of choice and diversity-of-opinion while
propagandizing, deceiving, and distracting us from the reality of our tax slavery and authoritarian control. These one-pagers are
designed to be printed out and shared but with accessible PDF versions with active hypertext links. We have an 8GB Flash
Drive/Dropbox called: The Liberator with additional evidence of government and media criminality.

